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ABSTRACT 

 

As a means of copyright protection, the use of watermarking has still not reached a significant level of 

reliability in applications to resolve infringement claims in the courts. This is because of two main 

obstacles. The first raises the need to consider original image quality as the main evidence over any other 

clues whereas the second denotes the lack of an adequate common measure that prove the superiority of 

one technique over another and then prevent improvement on efficiency and quality of algorithms. In 

seeking to address this problem, this research proposes a new image orientation watermarking technique 

based on the possession of the highest quality of the original image as the main evidence in copyright 

disputes and proposes a generic measure capable of scoring the performance of the different proposals. This 

design benefits Principal Component Analysis and Blind Noise Level Estimation to resemble a set of image 

transitions over resizing operations in response to owner signature. To deduce copyright, watermarked 

image besides its original coordinates are incorporated in copyright issues with the aid of two formulated 

parameters; Protection Requirement (PR) and Distance Decision (D) that are to serve as a protection 

requirement measure and a resolving parameter respectively. The design along its obtained results shows 

convincing validity results that are further explicated using ANOVA and linearity testing. 
 

Keywords: Digital Right Management Techniques, Image Copyright Protection, Watermarking Principal 

Component Analysis, ANOVA 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Image copyright protection utilizes watermarking 

as one of the different Digital Right Management 

(DRM) techniques to secure digital images [1, 2].   

The use of watermarking has still not reached a 

significant level of reliability in copyright 

protection applications to resolve infringement 

claims in the courts [3]. This is because of two 

main obstacles. The first involves the need to 

consider original image quality as the main 

evidence over any other clues and the second 

involves the lack of an adequate common measure 

that proves the superiority of one technique over 

another and then prevents improvement on the 

efficiency and quality of algorithms.  Watermarking 

is used to conceal information over long time 

frames and emulates steganography which is a 

process of hiding secret messages, and is the basis 

of any operation in any given cover letter following 

an algorithm [4]. Research has pointed to the value 

of steganography in providing copyright protection 

for digital products. In this application, 

steganography is known as watermarking and its 

main activity of hiding is defined as “embedding.” 

Watermarking involves embedding and extracting 

in which a signature is concealed and collected, 

respectively, in two different stages of operations. 

This distinction in the terminology differentiates 

the embedding process from that of the hiding 

activity such that the former is not necessarily 

invisible while, in the latter, the whole function 

relies on the capability of concealing messages 

within a cover and where the element of invisibility 

must be present [4]. The main challenge in 

watermarking is to balance watermark visibility and 

robustness [5], and its performance against a set of 

watermarking requirements is the primary aim of 

techniques that are developed and used. 

Watermarking in signature embedding is unable to 

comply completely with the requirements of 

consistency, as it is difficult to satisfy them all 

simultaneously [6]. In addition, it is impossible to 

avoid data change during the process of embedding 

a signature into it. 

This research attempts to model a new 

watermarking strategy in image protection systems 

by using original image quality features as the main 

part of evidence instead of its signature and to 

propose an adequate common measure to compare 
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between the different techniques. So far, signature 

has been treated as a primary key in most of 

proposed techniques. Here, signature constituents 

are used to stimulate a sequence of operations on 

the image rather to be embedded. The work invokes 

ANOVA and regression residual testing to support 

validation of the obtained results drawn from the 

main procedure in the designed technique.    

2. PRIORITIES IN PROTECTION     

       TECHNIQUES: FROM   

       TEGANOGRAPHY TOWARDS  

       WATERMARKING 

 

While there have been many trends on image 

copyright protection, steganography techniques 

have drawn much attention and have rapidly 

developed into a completely different application 

discipline. Unlike watermarking, steganography 

involves the practice of undetectable 

communication of a message in a cover letter by 

exploiting its capacity [7]-[9]. Similar to 

watermarking, its modern definition addresses 

digital images, audio, video, and in documents. In 

general, the basis of the main functions in 

watermarking and steganography, which is to hide 

information, seems to be similar although there are 

some slight differences.  

Technically, in distinguishing between the two, 

the main criteria employed by most researchers are 

on requirements. In particular, the robustness of the 

hidden message along with its cover is referred to 

as watermarking. Copyright protection requires the 

message to accompany the cover under all expected 

conditions whereas in steganography, the priority is 

on security in addition to the robustness [10]. 

However, when it comes to the matter of goals and 

objectivity in the two techniques, neither robustness 

nor security are crucial in differentiating each other; 

instead the  capacity requirement characteristic 

emerges as the best in distinguishing between the 

two. The main obligation of watermarking is not 

towards imbedding a huge size of owner signatures 

but lies in the possession issue which runs better 

with smaller size and avoiding a corruption of the 

hosting cover [11]. On the other hand, 

steganography awareness is on the hidden message, 

and capacity is then a requisite [12]-[13] with the 

greater capacity offered on the hidden information 

defining the efficiency of the technique. More 

generally, the difference between steganography 

and watermarking is on the priority between the 

concealed message and the cover letter. Some, such 

as [14] uses the term importance to point out this 

fact. The soundest conclusion is that in 

steganography the priority is on the hidden message 

over the cover letter whereas in copyright 

protection it is on the cover letter. Consequently, to 

remove any vagueness, the techniques of 

steganography can be identified as message 

oriented and that of watermarking as cover 

oriented. Inevitably, there is a serious ambiguity in 

requirements that characterizes both watermarking 

and steganography to cause a mix-up for most 

trends to satisfy. Besides, there are a number of key 

requirements for each technique to be deemed 

efficient that are often contradictory to each other 

[15, 16]. 

In the attempt to remove this ambiguity, this 

research uses the term orientation to distinguish 

between the two techniques, (see Figure 1). There 

are serious considerations on information and data 

exchange in addressing the ambiguity between the 

two. In steganography, information denotes the 

secret message that utilizes image data as a cover. 

However, in this message, the signature is not the 

main concern and thus does not denote the real 

information in watermarking where the image is the 

focus even though techniques highlight the 

signature. As such, instead of getting the orientation 

focused on the image, signature orientation 

overrides all the proposals in copyright protection 

matters. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Watermarking techniques have been classified 

into two main approaches; the Spatial Approach 

and the Transformational. In the first,   the 

signatures directly change the original (cover) 

image’s intensity based on a set of given rules of 

the designed algorithm. This mode requires simple 

and low computing complexity because no other 

transformation is experienced. Most of the devised 

algorithms have used the Least Significant Bit 

(LSB) of the cover to resemble the signature data. 

The difference between those works may address 

different objectives such as how to embed, limits of 

embedding size, and type of the cover space colour 

used to host the watermark. [17] used LSB spatial 

embedding supported by a Discrete Cosine (DCT) 

transformation in the watermarking technique. This 

work applies a Gabour filter to enhance image 

quality after the extraction process. [18] also used 

LSB embedding, but this technique goes further to 

host multiple watermarks with the watermarking. 

Researchers combined the MSBs of the watermarks 

before they embed them into the LSB of the cover 

to improve the watermark’s invisibility. [19] 
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employed the green channel of the color space of 

the cover letter in this watermarking technique.  

The second watermarking approach is named 

transformational because watermarking embeds the 

watermark into the transformed copy of the image 

rather than in the original.  Usually the presented 

works in this approach use frequency-based 

transforms such as Discrete Wavelet (DWT), 

Discrete Fourier (DFT), and Discrete Cosine 

(DCT). Analytic approaches of matrices can also be 

taken in this category as the outcome still 

represents an alternative space to the spatial such as 

Singular Vector Decomposition (SVD). Although 

the transformational approach is more complex 

compared to the spatial, it compels diverse 

applications in literature. [20] modelled the 

Eigenvalue quantization of the DWT in  a 

watermarking technique to strengthen robustness 

against attacks as the main destination. [21] used 

DWT and SVD for the main objective while [22] 

watermarked audio media cover by making use of 

the remaining numbers in DCT. Their goal was to 

achieve a good trade-off among transparency, 

robustness, and capacity being aware that 

watermarking requirements have different control 

disciplines. [23] applied watermarking on gray 

scale images without affecting the imperceptibility 

in his oeuvre. [24] sought to overcome different 

approaches by combining SVD, encryption and 

DWT in their technique. Although the 

transformations in the different techniques seem 

alike, there are however many goals characterizing 

each over the other. [25] discussed the advantages 

of DWT multi resolution characteristics as a 

justification to depend on watermarking. This work 

sought to prove a good robustness against image 

common operations like JPEG compression, 

cropping, and sharping, and contrast adjustments in 

this technique. [26] used SVD to stand against 

image operations. [27] improved the invisibility of 

watermark using DWT, and [28] by combining 

DWT and SVD, achieved good levels of 

inaudibility and robustness in reliable music 

business, while [29] combined DWT and DCT in 

the presented technique. The experiments of this 

work are outstanding in different image operations. 

Interestingly, [30] developed an adaptive technique 

along DCT to show a non-static methodology in 

watermarking as another approach to succeed. 

4. WATERMARKING ORIENTATIONS 

 
This research sought new criteria to classify 

watermarking algorithms away from the existing 

classifications. Because of the close relationship 

between steganography and watermarking, the 

main goal of the classification is to target the 

orientation of the watermarking. This research 

proposes a new concept in classifying 

watermarking techniques. When the evidence 

targets signatures, the whole operation is most 

likely to be termed as signature oriented. Whereas 

when the evidence is made to target the quality of 

originality in the specifications of images, 

watermarking is deemed to be image oriented.  On 

this classification basis, it is possible to identify the 

main orientation of watermarking as to whether it 

addresses the cover letter or the hidden message or 

clarifies the differences between steganography and 

watermarking. Mostly, it is difficult to disregard the 

main function of protection to hide data in a cover 

letter when it comes to signature under conditions 

of accompanying it with the image. However, it is 

fairly simple to point out the orientation of the 

hiding function towards evidence-based decision-

making objectives. When it prioritizes the original 

image over the signature, watermarking becomes 

image orientated and when it focuses on the 

signature it is signature orientated. In other words, 

the classification specifically addresses the 

extraction procedure and does not focus on the 

embedding mechanism. Unlike the usual 

approaches, the main perspective sought is on the 

way of changing the image data in accordance with 

signature pixels value, whereas in the orientation-

based classification the clue to approving 

ownership determines the orientation towards the 

signature or to the image. 

Whether the technique is spatial or 

transformational, all styles in the presented 

literature review are classified as signature oriented 

where the main targeted clue of ownership is the 

signature. The effort in this orientation does not 

focus on rigid clues such as image quality and 

original specifications but implicitly declare that 

ownership is thoroughly dependent on the existence 

of owner signature only and discards any other 

withstanding evidence. Therefore, when a 

watermarking technique fails to extract a signature, 

the protection also fails. In addition, copyright in 

signature-oriented whereas watermarking depends 

crucially on the security of the algorithms. When 

hacking an algorithm, the protection no longer 

exists.  

5. PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
The strategy of protection in the proposed 

technique relies on the original image as the main 

evidence of ownership. As such, the system acts to 

generate a copy of that original in order to deploy it 
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to the public without avoiding any fraud while 

leaving the original safe. Technically, the system 

acts to move the image from its presumed original 

location to a pre-determined deviated position in a 

space. Consequently, alleged claims are able to 

access and use the deviated copy but not the 

original. This can be re-formulated to be clearer by 

suitable definition using relative measures over the 

separating distances. In Figure 2, the original image 

is located at Pos, and the deviation process shifts it 

to Pof. Any alleged copy would then be located 

somewhere around Pof, say Pas and certainly not 

close to Pos. When measures are used, distance 

comparisons would yield which locations are closer 

to each other, i.e., the original ending Pof to the 

alleged starting Pas or alleged ending Paf to the 

original starting Pos. Logically, the measure that 

satisfies the minimum distance nominates the 

configuration of original starting image ahead of 

the alleged over the alternative, i.e., Doa over Dao. 

This absolute comparison of distances in this 

manner is computationally costly because of the 

need to rotate a set of vectors in multi dimension 

space [30] together with conducting the PCA 

technique for image projection. The PCA technique 

analyses a set of given vectors and factors them 

such that each becomes a combination of a set of 

fundamental coordinates associated with 

corresponding projections. The terminology uses 

scorings and loadings in this context to distinguish 

the first set from the second for the coordinates and 

the projections respectively.  

In case of absolute comparison, a process to 

unify the loadings of the two configurations is 

required to reference only one set of vectors in 

common by rotating the loadings of one of the two 

configurations to the other. Therefore, the mean 

location is used as an alternative resolve. This view 

confirms that the deviated copy is far from the 

original. Any additional corruption introduced into 

this copy would not drift it away more. This, in 

fact, reflects the main principle of the whole 

process of copyright decision-making adopted in 

this design. This process assumes two random 

configurations of tracing paths, selecting one image 

at a time as a starting point along multi transitions 

path of resizing operations controlled by 

concatenation items of two signatures - one 

corresponding to the image followed by the second 

signature ending up with a final point.  Obviously, 

the configurations differ from each other by their 

starting images used to initiate the tracing path and 

the sequence of concatenating signatures of owners. 

Let us assume that we have an original image and 

an alleged one; thus we have an owner signature 

and an alleged one as well. Then there are two 

tracing path configurations to consider. Arbitrarily 

one of the two images is the starting image and 

correspondingly the concatenation of the signature 

comprises the related signature first followed by the 

second. On the other hand, the second tracing path 

is configured by the other image and its signature is 

set forth in the concatenation of the two signatures. 

However, tracing layout can be extended to cover 

multi-claim configurations where paths considered 

should cover all the possible sequences of the 

involved images and their signatures. Formally, the 

two configurations can be defined with the aid of 

Figure 3, as follows: 
 

 

Claim one: owns image 1 and attributed by 

signature 1 character 1.. character n 

Claim two: owns image 2 and attributed by 

signature 2 character1..character k 

The configurations constructed are: 

 Configuration one: 

image 1 traced along signature concatenation< 

signature 1- signature 2>character 1 .. Character n+k 

 Configuration two:  

image 2, signature concatenation < signature2-

signature 1>character 1..character k+n 

Recall the main principle stated earlier where any 

additional corruption made onto a corrupted copy 

would not drift the location away more from the 

original. In other words, the mean location of all 

image copies corrupted has to be distantly apart 

from their original. With this fact, the decision-

making process settles the final resolve by the 

comparison between D1 and D2 such that: 

Image i is original if corresponds to the greater   Di 

Where  

Di = | Pstarting image – Pmean position of all 

images |           (1) 

Taking that into consideration, D is the distance 

measured between the starting point of the image 

used in a configuration to the mean position of all 

image copies generated in this configuration 

following the concatenation of signatures.   

 
Image i, signature concatenation < signature i -signature 

j>character 1..character k+n  

 

5.1 Procedure One (Watermarking)  

 

The block diagram of Figure 4 depicts the 

different functions of the watermarking procedure 

as a system. In this procedure, an image and a 

signature are required as inputs and the related 

output is the watermarked copy of that input. 

Signature constituents are indexed to stimulate a 
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sequence of image operations using resizing only in 

different settings; resize ratio and number of times 

to impose. Final stage in this procedure computes 

the PR parameter, which is expressed in relation 

(2), to decide the validity of the protection by a 

threshold identifier under PCA analysis scheme and 

a blind estimate of noise measuring that is depicted   

in Figure 5. If the computation scores a value lower 

than this threshold, signature has to be changed in 

return to meet the threshold specification.  

5.2 Procedure Two (Copyright Infringement  

      Resolve) 

 
The block diagram in Figure 6 shows the 

different units constructing the data manipulation in 

the second procedure of this system. In this 

procedure inputs are a pair of claims each presents 

an image and related signature. The output 

nominates the original over the alleged copy relying 

on comparison process between two Distance 

Decision parameters (D
1
 and D

2
) as in relation (1). 

The core activity of this procedure relies on the 

processing of image and signature data and the 

means to construct PCA analysis X matrix from 

copies of the images in row wise. This activity is 

already illustrated in Figure 5.  

5.3 Protection Requirement Measure (PR) 

Based on the design principles, each image is 

divided into a set of segments and their noise 

estimates are used to construct a row in a matrix 

known as X (Figure 6), which represents the input 

to PCA.  The PCA factors this X matrix into a set 

of scoring and loading vectors. Interestingly, the 

more an image is corrupted, the greater its related 

noise estimates are scattered over distant locations 

away from the original. The original copy is the 

main evidence used to support owners’ copyright 

approval. When a deployed copy is further away 

from its original in the PCA space, it is hard to 

reconstruct and return it to its original location with 

the aid of available digital filters and/or other image 

processing techniques [32, 33, 34, 35]. A necessary 

tradeoff is sought to maintain the corrupting noise 

on the one hand and to guarantee the success of the 

protection mechanism on the other. This tradeoff 

represents the main objective of the protection 

system and is expressed in terms of a formulated 

measure called the Protection Requirement (PR) 

assuming the fulfillment of the following 

constraint: 

  PR = Log (Dwi-org/ Dorg) >       T                     (2) 

Where, Dwi-org is the distance between locations at 

the corrupted image and its master copy on PCA, 

Dorg is the distance of original copy from the origin 

of PCA space, and T is a threshold evaluated 

empirically as a constraint for protection purposes. 

This expression is derived from the logical 

requirement sought to protect an image. The more 

an image, or the consumer copy, deviates from its 

master copy, the more it is secured. In relying on 

this fact, PR considers two aspects in formulating 

equation (2). It gives the displacement distance 

between the two copies as a function of original 

position. The Log function is used to include sign 

reflects on measures such that when the 

displacement between the two copies becomes 

multiples of original, which is the case of the 

requirement, PR is positive and when those 

distances are comparably equal, the sign turns to 

negative alarming for undesired situations. The PR 

technically covers different scopes of signal-to-

noise measurements. The derivation of the 

threshold T for PR has been inspired empirically 

from the unsuccessful attempts incurred where 

some experiments fail to protect images. Data on 

failures are collected and their associated measures 

reviewed. It is noted that no single measure is 

capable of classifying failed experiments from the 

successful ones or a combination of them 

depending on existing noise measures like PSNR, 

MSE, MAXERR nor L2RAT. The PR, with its 

conjugated threshold, efficiently classifies all the 

trends. As locations are functions of the measured 
noise, PR does not resemble only the signal to noise 

ratio but steps further to control the tradeoff 

between noise and the minimum distance necessary 

to keep the master image as safe as possible (see 

Figure 7). This measure of PR along with the 

threshold T is, in fact, a universal measure that is 

adequate for any comparison process among 

different proposals. However, investigations on the 

experiments along with the implementation of 

individual measures on signal-to-noise ratios are 

well demonstrated in the following section. 

6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS  

Five different images are used in the experiments 

and a total of 2500 experiments were conducted in 

the testing section of system validation over PR. 

Experiments address two main featuring 

characteristics that is to approve PR’s withstanding 

measurements in relation to the common measures 

used such as PSNR, MSE, MAXERR and L2RAT 

to estimate image noise status and to decide on 

protection validity.  Therefore experiments have to 

confirm PR characteristic such that in Noise to 

Signature be functioning appropriately to monitor 

any change on image in comparison to other 
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measures. Besides, PR has to be distinctively 

classify validity status of a given attempt in 

protection process. Towards these two conditions, 

experiments are divided into two levels; 

watermarking and infringement resolve, to confirm 

the two characteristics investigating PR features as 

an adequate evaluation measure within the general 

frame work of the proposed design, namely:  

 Level one is to define an operative relation 

correlating the length of the signature to the level of 

noise resulting from image resizing as a trend to 

determine a proper validity requirement for PR.  

Level two is to show the effectiveness and 

validity of implementing PR as an adequate alert-

control parameter in a copyright protection 

technique.   

6.1 PR vs. Existing Measures on Signature to   

      Noise Characteristics 

 
On the design bed of the watermarking 

technique proposed in this work, a signature is used 

as a simulated sequence of data corruption 

operations that are determined by their constituents. 

Each signature has to have a distinct corruption 

result that, in turn, confirms the fact that each 

signature has to be a noise-based measureable 

variable. To formulate this behavior, the 

experiment was controlled in such a way as to take 

an image and corrupt its content by a signature. 

Signatures are ordered randomly in predefined 

subgroups according to their lengths. A group of 

two-element signatures (alphabetically comprising 

two characters, such as AR or SD) is followed by a 

group of three element signatures (such as ADE or 

KGO), and so forth. Measurement is then applied in 

each case to estimate the resulting noise incurred by 

the sequence of resizing operations predicted with 

all the available measures following their 

definitions in publications. The results are summed 

up by averaging the obtained estimates for all cases 

at each length category and then depicted in a 

single figure for viewing the characteristic of the 

signature length versus its corruption estimate. The 

less the scattering of these averages collected the 

more the dependency of suggested measure yields. 

Figures 8 is an example of the obtained results on 

one image. The behavior of all measures, namely, 

PSNR, MSE, MAXERR, and L2RAT beside PR 

are studied separately and given in a subplot. In this 

figure, there is a tagged table that shows the 

average calculations drawn from the experiments 

conducted at the first watermarking procedure as a 

summary. In this table, records are organized into 

five groups in according to signature length. Thus, 

there are five groups in each a set of experiments 

assigned to individual records. The average results 

of all record measurements falling into one group 

are summed up and divided by the number of 

records to give the final calculation aggregated in 

the records of a summary table provided at the 

lower right corner at each figure. These figures 

apparently allow for a crucial decision on the 

invalidity of the existing measures because they 

show anomalous behavior versus signature length 

when compared to PR. Although the main 

consideration is drawn as random behavior, the 

overall behavior of the measures except for PR 

points to the irregularity in regression, such that 

there is no quite definite rule controlling the 

variation as a systematic estimate. The expected 

conduct assumes the fact that when the signature 

length increases, the proportional noise measure 

also increases. In fact, there is no clear relationship 

that is able to explicitly describe this behavior 

either individually or by a combinatorial running on 

signature length. Besides, the behavior indicates 

that MAXERR and L2RRAT are reflective 

parameters of PSNR and MSE and, as such, are 

discarded from possible consideration in the 

investigation of the analysis and experiments 

discussed later.  On the contrary, PR stands up 

efficiently to show linear alike correspondence to 

the underlined signature variations. Further 

investigations to confirm on this conclusion 

contribute rigid mathematical background 

employing statistical inference of ANOVA and 

regression residual testing. 

ANOVA provides a statistical test of whether the 

means of those signature groups reflect adequate 

samples for a valid population behavior. In this 

context, the theoretical background of this test 

relies on a normal random distribution basis 

organized along different group sections of owner 

signature forming multiple distributions such that 

each group has its own x-coordinate and its 

Population Mean i, i=1 .. 5, as depicted in Figure 9. 

Signature lengths assigned are 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 

characters for the five groups numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 

and 5 respectively. Equality is addressed as a 

criteria of variation among the population means of 

those groups using inference testing and enrolling 

sample means (sm i, i=1 .. 5 ) as inputs. For this 

test, there are two hypotheses, Ho and Ha, and 

ANOVA yields which of them to confirm. When 

Ho is confirmed, the conclusion is that the means of 

signature measures are all equal and thus there is no 

variation when it comes to characterize signature 

change. However, when Ho is rejected, that in turn 

means that there is a remarkable change. The extent 
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of change is scaled according to a linear relation 

that is assumed with regression fittings. Therefore, 

further investigation on linearity is addressed. 

The less the scattering of values around the 

assumed regression line, the more linear the 

signature is to its noise collected measures. The 

overall comparison of this study is summarized by 

the results provided in two folds, that is, ANOVA 

and sum of residual squares. Table 1 emphasizes 

the validity of PR over the other measures in the 

sense that it has the minimum resistance p estimates 

(P-value = 1.5E -150) against the rejection of Ho. A 

summary of all ANOVA tables obtained on each 

measure is given in Table 2. Each measurement in 

the table addresses each group separately from the 

2-letter to the 6-letter group. At each record, 

statistical variables are computed denoting the 

count, sum, average, and variance of each measure 

distribution characterizing the table’s identity. Each 

table is tagged to the inference measures that 

support the hypothesis of population inference or 

stands against it. The main P-value attribute 

dictates its superiority among the others to fully 

raise its minimum resistance against the rejection of 

Ho declaring the most variation of PR as a function 

of the signature length.    

 
Table 2 Summary of ANOVA Comparison 

 

 P-value 
PR PSNR MSE 

1.5E-150 1.34E-09 4.15E-07 

 
For more on the linearity comparison, regression 

theory can be applied. Estimates of measures at 

each signature group are random distributions 

sketching their means to a single regression line 

extending at the mean values in each group with a 

variance. This test computes the residual, which 

points out the amount of scattering around the mean 

value of the estimate, at each signature group by 

subtracting the sample score from the mean value at 

the relevant group. Figure 10 on five images tested  

provides a clear view on the validity of PR thus 

obtained over the others in the sense that it has the 

minimum scattering around their regression lines 

(∑ Residuals2=18.364). This figure contains two 

plots for each measure involving the regression line 

fit and the residual plot depicting residuals at each 

behavior. The corresponding summary on the 

residual sum of the measures provided in this figure 

is given in Table 3. 

 

 

Table 4 Comparison Summary of Linearity Residuals  
 

∑ Residuals
2
 

PR PSNR MSE 

18.364 1249 158116803.1 
 

6.2 PR as an Efficient Requirement Controlling   

      Parameter 

 
By employing the protection system on images 

and separating the successful from the failed 

experiments, a trend is created to formulate an 

adequate classifier. The data in this level refers to 

data collection based on the run of infringement 

resolve experiments that is, watermarking followed 

by the infringement procedure.  

The experiment on infringement resolve requires 

a pair of claims feed with each claim enclosing an 

image and a signature. The attributes D1 and D2 

are computed from each experiment on two given 

images and two signatures using relation (5). In 

fact, a simulation process is done to achieve 

preparation of the two claims in priori. The process 

of considering the watermarking original first,  and 

then accessing the watermarked copy as an alleged 

original in another claim processing,  acts to modify 

the content in obtaining the alleged claims 

requirements. In this experiment there is no need to 

group results based on signature length as was done 

in the first experiment. Instead, the records of the 

experiment have to be classified as being valid or 

not. The valid group comprises all experiments that 

satisfy the protection principle given in relation (1) 

having an original Doriginal   greater that Dclaim 

associated with the alleged claim and, conversely, 

the invalid group consist of those not satisfying this 

principle where Doriginal is less than Dclaim. 

A fairly similar deduction is arrived at from the 

first experiments of the watermarking procedure; 

there is no exact behavior that matches the goal of 

having proper controlling protection on protection 

validity with any noise measure except that for PR. 

By interpreting the logical function of the 

corruption process and the manner in which the 

customer copy deviates from the original, PR is 

expressed as in relation (2). The effectiveness of PR 

as an adequate classifier can be well described in 

terms of the characteristics studied in all 

experimental images and depicted in Figure 11 

where valid experiments are stained blue and 

invalid ones red. PR against PSNR and PR against 

MSE are pairs of same experiment plots drawn to 

show the superiority of PR over its opponent. 

Clearly no exact value can be judged on measures 

like PSNR or MSE to discriminate among 
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experiments validity. The only measure having 

efficient discrimination in comparison to the two is 

PR that emerges with its sharp threshold T.  Both 

measures scan a wide range of values (the vertical 

spread) with no limits specifying the invalid 

experiment (red points). On the contrary, there is a 

clear threshold separator determined by PR (the 

horizontal spread) to categorize the two on their 

validity of protection status. A definite 

classification is obtained with a PR threshold value 

of T=0.05, which is experimentally determined to 

be an excellent classification completing the 

requirements stated in relation (2), as PR = Log 

(Dwi-org/ Dorg) > 0.05 is the final step in the 

modelling aspect of the common measure proposed 

in the technique  of this work.           

7. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Watermarking is used to protect images by 

embedding the owner’s signature into image 

content. The validity of the protection is governed 

by a set of requirements. Despite the techniques 

used in embedding, watermarking should comply 

with the complete set of requirements applied 

together. The literature shows that the differences in 

implementing spatial and transformational 

techniques all act in the same manner when 

copyright is attributed to an embedded signature. 

All the techniques used in watermarking show it is 

a function of the algorithm used or to some other 

keying factors, and when these factors are known 

the images are no longer protected. 

Watermarking involves a set of obligations 

namely, perceptibility, robustness, integrity, 

accessibility, compatibility, traceability, and 

security, although it is not possible to achieve high 

scores for all these requirements simultaneously. 

While watermarking involves embedding a 

signature by altering the image data, it tends to keep 

its quality as high as possible provided no changes 

are made. This contradiction between robustness 

and perceptibility set out as major goal in most 

publications.  

While both watermarking and steganography 

have the common purpose of hiding data and 

embed messages in a cover, they each satisfy two 

different designated objectives. Watermarking uses 

the message to protect the cover by focusing on the 

image rather than the signature. Steganography, on 

the other hand, uses the cover to deceive intruders 

from accessing the embedded message and as such 

the priority is to the signature over the image. This 

confusion has led some calls for including an 

additional requirement such as the capacity to 

address some watermarking proposals and to 

discard it in some other works.   

In brief, the contradiction on using watermarking 

as a tool in image protection is the basis for 

proposing an alternative design for such protection 

in this research. The proposed watermarking 

technique intentionally corrupts an original image 

under its owner signature in issuing a customer 

copy. Unlike existing techniques, the proposed 

technique does not hold the owner’s signature as 

paramount; instead the customer’s image is made 

traceable by its owner’s signature by explicitly 

embedding it in the image. Corruption utilizes 

image resizing operations to come up with an 

intrinsic and a systematic data change. Finally, the 

proposed technique formulates two controlling 

parameters, namely PR protection requirement, and 

D infringement resolution to provide successful 

protection and to resolve copyright issues 

respectively. Experiments on PR characteristics 

show the performance on two levels of 

achievements regarding Signature to Noise 

Characteristics and its functional threshold alerting 

validity of protection with a threshold of 0.05. 
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Figure 1. Main Distinction between Steganography and Watermarking 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Theoretical Absolute Comparison Basis for Copyright Decision-Making 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Principle of Image Protection 
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Figure 4.  Procedure One-Signature Embedding (Watermarking) 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Applying Operations and Constructing X Matrix 
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Figure 6. Procedure Two: Copyright Infringement Resolve 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Noise-Based PCA Image Projection 

 Space and Protection Requirement (PR) 
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Figure 8. PR vs. Existing measures on Signature to Noise Characteristics 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Theoretical Signature Length Based ANOVA Testing for Linearity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Comparison of Measure Variance Analysis  
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Figure 10. Residual based Linearity Comparison Study 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. PR as an Efficient Requirement Controlling Parameter 


